Smart Factory Qualification Lab
DEEP DIVE QUALIFICATION AND ALIGNMENT

- FAST
- EFFECTIVE
- LOW COST
- REMOTE
Smart Factory Qualification Lab
DEEP DIVE QUALIFICATION AND ALIGNMENT FOR MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, EXPERTS AND STAFF

Theory and Knowledge Transfer
Interactive Hands-On Workshops
Virtual Best Practice Sharing

APPROACH AND RESULTS
Within 12 high-intensity classes with a duration of 1 hour each, your Middle management, Experts and Staff will be provided with all relevant facts on digitalization in Operations. Besides gaining the same level of understanding on principles, methodology and technology, all participants will do practical exercises on how to identify digital wastes and how to develop Smart Factory use cases in a structured way. Based upon best practices from realized projects, participants will be able to evaluate activities of their own company against global benchmarks. Finally, major road-blocks and key-factors for a successful Digital Transformation in your company are derived within a SWOT analysis. What are the overall results at a glance:

› All participants have the same framework of understanding and wording
› All participants get practical hands-on methods to shape the Digital Transformation in your company
› Clear picture on which challenges to address and which strengths to activate in order to start a successful Digital Transformation

OVERVIEW ON HIGH-INTENSITY CLASSES

| Smart Factory Basics and Essentials | Use Case Examples Along the Value Stream | IT Systems of a Smart Factory |
| Relationship Between Lean & Digital | Principles and Applications of Predictive Maintenance | Agile Project Management |
| Concepts on Digital Wastes | Qualification profiles on the Human in the Smart Factory | Global Best Practice Sharing |
| Basic Technologies of a Smart Factory | Maturity Model and Evaluation of Use Cases | Success Factors for Digital Transformation of Your Company |

KEY FACTS
12 classes of 1h duration for groups of 10 participants

$ Please contact us for an individual offer

Low effort, high-impact & easy scalable training concept

Hands-on methods and best-practice inspiration

Internal bottom-up analysis on top challenges & success factors

CONTACT
Dr. Peter Stephan
Senior Partner
peter.stephan@staufen-neonex.de
About NEONEX Remote Consulting Services

NEONEX Remote Consulting Services provide exceptional VirtualXperiences based on latest web meeting technologies. By reducing overhead efforts for physical meetings and maximizing insights and output through highly interactive collaboration formats, we deliver outstanding consulting value to our clients.